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Cloning Template Design of Cellular Neural
Networks for Associative Memories

Derong Liu

Abstract—This brief presents a synthesis procedure (design algorithm)
for cellular neural networks with space-invariant cloning template with
applications to associative memories. The design algorithm makes it
possible to determine in a systematic manner cloning templates for
cellular neural networks with or without symmetry constraints on the in-
terconnection weights. Two specific examples are included to demonstrate
the applicability of the methodology developed herein.

Index Terms—Associative memories, cellular neural networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cellular neural networks, first introduced in 1988 [4], have found
many applications in image processing [14], [17], pattern recognition
[5], [15], [16], [18], [20], and associative memories [2], [7]–[12], [19].
The recent increasing interest in cellular neural networks is partly due
to the fact that such networks are among the easiest to implement in
hardware. In this brief, we consider the realization ofassociative
memoriesvia a class of cellular neural networks introduced in [4].
The goal of associative memories is to store a set of desired patterns
as stable memories such that a stored pattern can be recognized when
the input pattern (or the initial pattern) contains sufficient information
about that pattern. In practice the desired memory patterns are usually
represented by bipolar vectors (or binary vectors).
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In [2], a synthesis procedure for associative memories using a class
of discrete-time cellular neural networks with learning and forgetting
capabilities is presented. In [7], an analytical method is presented
for finding weight matrix for cellular neural networks formed of
Hopfield networks. In [8]–[10], a synthesis method for associative
memories using cellular neural networks is developed based on the
so calledeigenstructure method(cf. [6], [13]) where a set of linear
equations are solved using singular value decomposition method.
In [12], a design method for cellular neural networks with space-
varying cloning template is developed using linear relaxation. In
[19], a design algorithm is developed for a class of inputless cellular
neural networks to possess prescribed stable and unstable memory
points. The algorithm consists of formulating and solving a set of
linear inequalities using linear programming and takes into account
the robustness with respect to changes of the network parameters.

This brief makes contribution to cellular neural networks for
associative memories. In particular, the results of the present brief
will complement those of [2], [7]–[12], and [19] by developing
an algorithm for the design ofspace-invariant cloning templatefor
cellular neural networks. In Section II, we introduce preliminary
existing results which will be used in Section III to develop an
algorithm for the cloning template design. In Section IV, two specific
examples are considered to demonstrate the applicability of the
present results.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We first introduce the model of a class of cellular neural networks
used in the present brief.

A class of two-dimensional continuous-time cellular neural net-
works is described by equations of the form (cf. [3], [4])

_vxij = �
1

Rx

vxij +

C(k; l)2N (i; j)

Wij; kl vykl + Iij

vyij = sat (vxij)

(1)

where 1 � i � M , 1 � j � N , Rx > 0, sat (vxij) =
1
2
(jvxij + 1j � jvxij � 1j), and vxij represents the states of the

network, _vxij denotes the derivative ofvxij with respect to timet,
and vyij represents the outputs of the network. The basic unit in a
cellular neural network is called acell. In (1), there areM � N

such cells arranged in anM � N array. The cell in theith row
and thejth column is denoted byC(i; j) and anr-neighborhood
Nr(i; j) of the cellC(i; j) for a positive integerr is defined by

Nr(i; j)
�
= fC(k; l): max fjk � ij; jl � jjg � r; 1 � k � M;

1 � l � Ng: Wij; kl denotes the connection weight from cellC(k; l)

to cell C(i; j). Iij is the bias term for cellC(i; j).
In order to write (1) in a matrix format, we introduce the following

notation. We define a matrixQ = [Qij; kl] 2 <MN�MN as

Qij; kl =
1; if C(k; l) 2 Nr(i; j)

0; otherwise.
(2)

We let S = Q = [Sij ] 2 <n�n, where n = M � N , and
we call S an index matrix. For H = [Hij ] 2 <n�n, we define
HjS = [Hs

ij ] 2 <n�n, where

H
s
ij =

Hij ; if Sij = 1

0; otherwise.

We denoteW = [Wij; kl] 2 <MN�MN , whereWij; kl is defined
in (1), and letT = W = [Tij ] 2 <n�n. Equation (1) can now be
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rewritten as

_x = �Ax + T sat (x) + I

y = sat (x)
(3)

wherex = [vx11; vx12; � � � ; vx21; � � � ; vxMN ]T 2 <n is the state

vector, y = [vy11; vy12; � � � ; vy21; � � � ; vyMN ]
T 2 Dn �

= fx 2

<n : �1 � xi � 1; i = 1; � � � ; ng is the output vector,
A = diag[1=Rx; � � � ; 1=Rx] 2 <n�n is the state transition matrix,
T = [Tij ] = T jS 2 <n�n is the coefficient (or connection) matrix,
I 2 <n is a bias vector, and sat(x) = [sat(x1); � � � ; sat(xn)]T .

The dynamic rule of a cellular neural network can be completely
specified by a(2r + 1) � (2r + 1) matrix which is calledcloning
template, or simply, template, and a bias current. For example, for
a cellular neural network with a neighborhood radiusr = 1, the
cloning template of this network is of size 3� 3; thus, in order
to completely describe the dynamics of the network, we only need
to specify thenine connection weights in the template (cf. [4]),
and one bias term. In this case, the cloning template and the bias
term arespace-invariant. Space-varying cloning template design for
associative memories has been considered, for example, in [10],
[12], and [19]. One of the advantages of considering space-invariant
cloning template for cellular neural networks is the small number of
different connection weights required for describing a cellular neural
network which can simplify the hardware implementation process
[1], [3].

A. Analysis

We will call a vector� a (stable) memory vector(or simply, a
memory) of system (3) if� = sat(�) and if � is an asymptotically
stable equilibrium point of system (3). We useBn to denote the set
of n-dimensionalbipolar vectors, i.e., Bn �

= fx 2 <n: xi = 1 or
�1; i = 1; � � � ; ng. For � 2 Bn, we defineC(�) = fx 2 <n :

xi�i > 1; i = 1; � � � ; ng.
A result established in [8], [10] states the following.
Theorem 1: If � 2 Bn and if � = A�1(T� + I) 2 C(�), then

(�; �) is a pair of stable memory vector and asymptotically stable
equilibrium point of (3).

For the perturbation model of system (3) given by

_x = �Ax+ (T +�T ) sat (x) + (I +�I) (4)

whereA, T = T jS, I, andsat (�) are defined as in (3) and�T =

�T jS 2 <n�n and �I 2 <n represent parameter perturbations,
the following robustness analysis result has been established in [8],
[11]. We will make use of the notation�(x) = min1�i�nfjxijg for
x 2 Rn.

Theorem 2: Suppose that�1; � � � ; �m 2 Bn are desired stable
memory vectors of system (3), and suppose that�1; � � � ; �m are
asymptotically stable equilibrium points of system (3) corresponding
to �1; � � � ; �m, respectively, i.e.,�i = A�1(T�i + I) for i =

1; � � � ; m. Let

� = min
1�k�m

f�(�
k
)g > 1: (5)

Then,�1; � � � ; �m are also stable memory vectors of (4) provided
that kA�1�Tk1 + kA�1�Ik1 < ��1, wherek � k1 denotes the
matrix norm induced by thel1 vector norm.

Theorem 2 implies that the asymptotically stable equilibrium points
�
i

corresponding to�i after parameter perturbations satisfy that�
i
=

A�1[(T+�T )�i+(I+�I)] 2 C(�i) for i = 1; 2; � � � ; m provided
that kA�1�Tk1 + kA�1�Ik1 < � � 1. We recall that the matrix
norm induced by thel1 vector norm for a matrixF = [fij ] 2 <m�n

is defined bykFk1 = max1�i�m f
n

j=1
jfij jg.

B. Synthesis

We summarize in the following the design procedure developed
in [8]–[10].

Design Problem: Given ann � n index matrixS = [Sij ] for the
cellular neural network described by (3) andm vectors�1; � � � ; �m

in Bn, choosefA; T; Ig with T = T jS in such a manner that
�1; � � � ; �m are stable memory vectors of system (3).

Summary of the Design Procedure:

1) Choose matrixA as the identity matrix.
2) Choose a real number� > 1 and set�i = ��i for i =

1; � � � ; m:

3) Compute then�(m�1) matrixY = [�1��m; � � � ; �m�1�

�m].
4) Determine matrixT with the constraintsT = T jS from

TY = �Y .
5) Compute the bias vectorI = �m � T�m.

Then,�1; � � � ; �m will be stored as stable memory vectors for
system (3) withA, T , and I determined as above. The states�i

corresponding to�i; i = 1; � � � ; m, will be asymptotically stable
equilibrium points of the synthesized system

It is readily seen from Theorem 2 of Section II that the synthesis
procedure presented above guarantees that�1; � � � ; �m are also
stable memory vectors of system (2) provided thatkA�1�Tk1 +

kA�1�Ik1 = k�Tk1 + k�Ik1 < �� 1.
Remark 1: If ones wishes to design a network withI = 0 (in Step

5), Step 3 above should be modified toY = [�1; � � � ; �m]

Remark 2: The design procedure summarized above is developed
in [8]–[10] in the same spirit as the one developed in [6] forfully
connected neural networks. It has been pointed out in [6, Theorem
5.2] that the design method developed therein (hence, the present
one) does indeed make attempts to decrease the number of spurious
(superfluous) equilibria.

III. CLONING TEMPLATE DESIGN

For a cellular neural network described by (3) withn = M �N

cells and with neighborhood radiusr, we need a(2r+1)� (2r+1)

(space-invariant) cloning template to describe the connection matrix
T . We usePk, k = 1; 2; � � � ; (2r + 1)2, to denote these elements
and we write

P = hPki

=

P1 P2 � � � P(2r+1)
P(2r+1)+1 P(2r+1)+2 � � � P2�(2r+1)

...
...

...
...

� � � � � � � � � P(2r+1)

2 <:
(2r+1)�(2r+1)

If a cellular neural network (3) has a cloning templatehPki, the
connection matrixT will consist of only zeros andPk’s. The index
matrix S can be expressed as

S =

(2r+1)

k=1

S
k (6)

whereSk = [Skij ] 2 <n�n and fork = 1; 2; � � � ; (2r + 1)2

S
k
ij =

1; if Tij = Pk, i.e., if theijth element
of T corresponds to the elementkth

0; of the template otherwise.
(7)

Sk describes how the(2r + 1)2 elements of the cloning template
are distributed in the connection matrixT . For theA, T , and I
determined by the Design Procedure summarized in Section II with
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� > 1; let us compute

Fk =

i; j

S
k
ij

�1

S =1

Tij ; for k = 1; 2; � � � ; (2r + 1)
2

:

(8)

Let G = [Gij ] 2 <n�n, where

Gij =
Fk; if Skij = 1 for k = 1; 2; � � � ; (2r + 1)

2

0; otherwise.
(9)

Let �T = G � T . Then,T + �T = G is a matrix with cloning
templatehFki. From Theorem 2 of Section II, we note that if

kA
�1

�Tk1 = kG� Tk1; < �� 1 (10)

and if �I = 0, the neural network (4) will also store all the desired
patterns as stable memories, with connection matrixT +�T which
has a cloning templatehFki.

The above observation gives rise to the possibility of designing a
cellular neural network (3) with connection matrixT specified by a
cloning template. In the following, we develop aniterative algorithm
(design procedure) which in most cases will result in a cellular neural
network (3) with connection matrix specified by a cloning template.
In doing so, we apply Theorems 1 and 2 of Section IIiteratively. Let
G be defined in (9) and�T = G�T , whereT = T jS is obtained by
the Design Procedure summarized in Section II with� > 1: For the
given�, suppose thatk�Tk1 � ��1. We can find a�, 0 < � < 1,
such that�k�Tk1 < � � 1; and we letT1 = T + ��T: We
use thisT1 as thenew connection matrix for our cellular neural
network (3). According to Theorem 2 we see that�1; � � � ; �m are
still stable memory vectors of system (3) with coefficient matrixT1.
Using Theorem 1 we can determine the corresponding asymptotically
stable equilibrium points as�

k
= A�1(T1�

k
+I) for k = 1; � � � ; m.

Clearly, we have�
k
2 C(�k): Using Theorem 2, we can determine

the upper bound� � 1 for the permissible perturbation�T from
(5), where we use�

k
instead of�k. We repeatthe above procedure,

until we determine a coefficient matrixT which is specified by a
cloning template(T = G) or arrive at� � 1 + � (where� is a
small positive number).

We summarize in the following our design procedure.
CNN Cloning Template Design Procedure:Given positive inte-

gersr, n, M , andN with n =M �N , andm vectors�1; � � � ; �m

in Bn which are to be stored as stable memory vectors for cellular
neural network (3). We proceed as follows.

1) Compute the matrixQ as in (2) and denoteS = Q = [Sij ] 2

<n�n. ComputeSk for k = 1; 2; � � � ; (2r + 1)
2, as in (7).

2) According to the Design Procedure summerized in Section II,
we chooseA as the identity matrix and we determineT = T jS

and I for cellular neural network (3) with a� > 1 + � (e.g.,
� = 30, � = 0.001).

3) ComputeG as in (8) and (9).
4) If T = G or � � 1 + �, stop. Otherwise go to Step 5.
5) Compute�T = G � T: If k�Tk1 < � � 1, choose� = 1.

Otherwise, choose

� =
�� 1

k�Tk1
� "

where" is a small positive number (e.g.," = 0.01). Compute
T1 = T + ��T .

6) Compute�
k

= A�1(T1�
k
+ I) for k = 1; � � � ; m, and

compute� = min1�k�m f�(�
k
)g > 1.

7) Replacing� by � andT by T1, go to Step 3.

If we end up withT = G, we have found a solution for our
cloning template design problem, and�1; � � � ; �m will be stored as
stable memory vectors for system (3) withA, T , andI determined
as above. If we end up with� � 1 + � and T 6= G, our design
procedure is not successful in solving the given cloning template
design problem. Experimental results indicated that this procedure
will frequently succeed in determining a matrixT which is indeed
specified by a cloning template.

Remark 3: The above design procedure will usually result in
a space-invariant cloning template and space-varying bias terms.
Space-invariant bias can be achieved by either designing a cellular
neural network withI = 0 (cf., Remark 1), or modifying th
CNN Cloning Template Design Procedure so that similar iterative
procedure (Steps 3–7 above) is used for vectorI by initially choosing
�I = [�I1; �I2; � � � ; �In]

T with

�Ii =
1

n

n

i=1

Ii � Ii:

Remark 4: The CNN Cloning Template Design Procedure pre-
sented above will usually result in a nonsymmetric coefficient matrix
T since the resulting cloning template is usually not with the
special structure to render a symmetricT [refer to, e.g., (11). We
can apply theSymmetric Design Proceduredeveloped in [8] to
the matrix T obtained by the Design Procedure of Section II to
determine asymmetricconnection matrixTs which also satisfies that
TsjS = Ts, and then starting withTs and using the CNN Cloning
Template Design Procedure of the present section we can determine a
connection matrixT which issymmetricand which is alsospecified by
a cloning template. Such capability is ofgreat interest since cellular
neural network (3) will beglobally stablewhenT is symmetric (cf.
[4]).

Remark 5: The Fk, k = 1; 2; � � � ; (2r + 1)
2, computed in (8)

denote the target values for the cloning template with each element
to be the average of all the elements appearing at the locations
corresponding to the same template element in matrixT . We note
that there may be other different ways for computingFk’s. Simulation
results showed that the choice in (8) works very well (cf., Example
1).

IV. SIMULATION STUDY

Example 1: The CNN Cloning Template Design Procedure is used
to design cellular neural networks (3) withn = 12 (M = 4, N = 3)
andr = 1 (neighborhood radius). The design process are repeated 20
times using different sets of desired vectors to be stored as memory
vectors. Each set containsm = 4 vectors inBn which are generated
randomly. For each given set of vectors, we synthesize system (3)
using the CNN Cloning Template Design Procedure. There were
only two tests out of 20 in which we did not succeed in finding
a space-invariant cloning template. Table I summarizes our findings.
Also shown in Table I are the results for system (3) synthesized by
the Design Procedure summarized in Section II for the same sets of
desired vectors to be stored as memories.

From Table I we see that in the present example, cellular neu-
ral networks with space-invariant cloning template for associative
memories have more spurious memories than the network with space-
varying cloning templates.

Example 2: In order to compare the present result with one of
the existing space-varying cloning template design methods [12], the
same example as in [12] is used. Consider a design of a cellular
neural network (3) with 36 neurons (n = 36) with M = 6, N = 6,
andr = 1. The objective is to store the six patterns shown in Fig. 1
as stable memories (black = 1 and white =�1).
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TABLE I

The space-varying design (out of 20) The space-invariant design (out of 18)
average of total number of memory vectors inBn 12.1 52.4
average of total number of undesired memory
vectors inBn

8.1 48.4

total number of desired patterns which were not
stored as memory vectors

0 0

Fig. 1. The six desired memory patterns.

Fig. 2. A typical evolution of pattern no. 4.

Case I—Nonsymmetric Design:We utilize the CNN Cloning Tem-
plate Design Procedure of Section III to design a cellular neural
network (withI = 0). The matrixT obtained has a cloning template

hPki =
0:6582 0:9458 0:5621

0:3777 4:9381 0:4499

0:5230 0:9710 0:6495

:

A comparison study between the present space-invariant cloning
template design and the space-varying designs [10], [12] indicated
that the cellular neural network with space-invariant cloning template
has smaller basins of attraction for each desired pattern than those
with space-varying cloning template designed as in [10] and [12].
This is consistent with the conclusion of Example 1.

Case II—Symmetric Design:Using the Symmetric Design Proce-
dure developed in [8], we first determine a symmetric matrixT1

for the present design. Starting with this symmetricT1, we obtain a
matrix T which is also symmetric using the CNN Cloning Template
Design Procedure. MatrixT in this case has a cloning template given
by

hPki =
0:7139 1:0520 0:5912

0:4517 5:2901 0:4517

0:5912 1:0520 0:7139

: (11)

It can be verified by Theorem 1 that the four desired patterns
are also stable memory vectors for system (3) with a symmetric
connection matrix. Notice that the structure of the cloning template
in (11) is a typical one forr = 1 which renders asymmetric
interconnection matrix. We can see that this cloning template requires
symmetric connections in vertical, horizontal, as well as diagonal
directions from any cell unit.

The performance of this network is illustrated by means of a typical
simulation run of (3), shown in Fig. 2.
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Weighted Low-Rank Approximation of General
Complex Matrices and Its Application

in the Design of 2-D Digital Filters

W.-S. Lu, S.-C. Pei, and P.-H. Wang

Abstract—In this brief we present a method for the weighted low-rank
approximation of general complex matrices along with an algorithmic
development for its computation. The method developed can be viewed as
an extension of the conventional singular value decomposition to include
a nontrivial weighting matrix in the approximation error measure. It is
shown that the optimal rank-K weighted approximation can be achieved
by computing K generalized Schmidt pairs and an iterative algorithm
is presented to compute them. Application of the proposed algorithm to
the design of FIR two-dimensional (2-D) digital filters is described to
demonstrate the usefulness of the algorithm proposed.

Index Terms—2-D digital filters, singular value decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the basic and important tools in numerical linear algebra,
the singular value decomposition (SVD) [1]–[3] has found numerous
scientific and engineering applications in the past. An excellent
outline on its applications in linear algebra and linear systems can
be found in [4]. Sample applications of the SVD in automatic
control, robotics, image processing, reduced-rank signal processing,
and design of two-dimensional (2-D) digital filters can also be found
in [5]–[16]. In a filter design context, the SVD method [10]–[16]
starts with a complex matrixF obtained by sampling the desired
frequency response, and the application of SVD toF allows one to
decompose a complex 2-D design task into a set of simple 1-D design
tasks with guaranteed design accuracy. An important property of the
SVD utilized in this regard is that the SVD ofF of rank r offers
a series of optimal low-rank approximations ofF in both Euclidean
and Frobenius norm sense. That is, if

F = U�V
H

=

r

i=1

�iuiv
H

i (1)

is a SVD ofF , then for anyK between 1 andr;

min
rank(F̂ )=K

kF � F̂Kk2;F = kF � FKk2;F (2)
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where

FK =

K

i=1

�iuiv
H

i : (3)

Although the SVD method has become a successful design tool, a
weak point of the method is that it treats all entries of the sampled
frequency response matrixequally, which could in some cases lead
to degraded designs. In order to discriminate between the important
and unimportant portions of the matrix, we seek to find a low-rank
approximation ofF such that for a fixedK with 1 < K < r, the
rank K matrix

FK =

K

i=1

�iuiv
H

i (4)

best approximatesF in the weightedFrobenius norm sense. That is

min
rank(F̂ )=K

kW � (F � F̂K)kF = kW � (F � FK)kF (5)

whereW is a weighting matrix with the same size asF; W � Y
denotes the entrywise multiplication ofW with Y , which is often
termed as Hadamard or Schur product in the literature. In the rest of
the brief, we shall call (4), (5) a weighted rankK approximation ofF .

In the literature the weighted low rank approximation (WLRA)
problem was considered by Shpak [16] in a filter design context for a
real matrixF . His approach is to treat (5) as a numerical minimization
problem so that the conventional optimization techniques [17], [18]
can be used to find a solution. However, the optimization involved
requires a large amount of computation, particularly whenui and
vi are of high dimension. The objectives of this brief are twofold.
First, we investigate in Section II the WLRA for a general complex
matrix F 2 Cm�n. It is shown that for a fixedK (which is the
rank of FK approximatingF ), the WLRA can be characterized by
K generalized Schmidt pairs which are nonlinear extension of the
conventional Schmidt pairs obtained by the SVD ofF . We present
an iterative algorithm for numerical computation of the generalized
Schmidt pairs. Convergence and computation complexity issues of the
algorithm are addressed. Also proposed in Section II is a suboptimal
solution to the WLRA problem. This suboptimal WLRA (S-WLRA)
is obtained by computing one pair of vectorsui and vi at a time,
leading to considerably reduced computation complexity and hence
offers a feasible solution to those approximation problems where
the matrixF is of high dimension. As the second objective of the
brief, the S-WLRA is applied to design FIR 2-D digital filters. In
Section III, the S-WLRA is applied to design linear phase FIR 2-
D filters. An example is included to illustrate the design algorithm
and to compare the WLRA-SVD method with the conventional SVD
method.

II. WEIGHTED LOW-RANK APPROXIMATION OF COMPLEX MATRICES

A. Preliminaries

The singular value decomposition of a rectangular complex matrix
F 2 Cm�n is the decomposition (1) whereU 2 Cm�m; V 2 Cn�n

are unitary and

� =
�r 0

0 0

where �r = diagf�1; . . . ; �rg with singular values�1 � �2 �
� � � � �r > 0; r = rank(F ). Writing U = [u1 � � �ur � � �um] and
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